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Introduction

Geological  investigations in the Zemai6iu uplands took place in  1965. A set of
geological and geomorphological maps, scale 1 :200000 were produced following
these investigations  (Rup§laukyte 1965:12). A detailed geomorphological  plan
of  the  lake  environs  was  compiled  by  one  of  the  authors  of  this  article.
Archaeological investigations took part in the lake environs, and a very rich and
interesting  material  from  the  Mesolithic  and  Neolithic  was  found  (Kunskas,
Butrimas   1985:66-78,   Butrimas   1985:25-65,   Butrimas   1992:4-10).   New
investigations began around the lake in 1994-1995. Palynological investigations
focusing on human influence in the area were one of the aims of the project.

The Site

Birzulis  lake  is  situated  in the Zemai6iu  uplands,  in the west  part of Lithuania
(Fig.1 ). Water level in the lake is under human control, and the land around the
lake has been reclaimed. The lake itself, covers approximately 100 ha, and is today
surrounded by wet boggy plots to the west and south - west, and by cultivated
fields to the east and north -east. Birzulis lake is fed by a stream flowing in from the
south, and another stream flows out of the north -west part of the lake.

Geological and Geomorphological Conditions

Birzulis lake is situated in the central part of the Zemai6iu uplands, in a pit of the
Varniai depression. The lake was formed after the ice of the Baltija (Pomeranian)
stage of the Weichselian glaciation melted. Because of its central hillocky massifs
and  hills,  the  insular  highlands  of Zemai6iu  upland  became free  of  ice  long
before the  main  body  of the  glaciers  melted  in  the  south  and  south-east of
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Lithuania.  The  depth
of            Quaternary
deposits in the upland
is  about  100  -150
metres  on  average,
and  reaches  up  to
314   metres   in   the
central  part.  The  hills
surrounding        the
depression          are
covered  by  thin  clay
on    the    top     and
dominate  the  other
features      of      the
landscape.    These
hills were the earliest
basins for melt-water
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Fig.1.  Site map
in the area, and were
approximately 190 -200 metres above sea level. Later, once the melting of the
ice  became  more  intense,  many  local  basins  were  formed  in  the  Varniai
depression.  Lakes  Birzulis  and  Stervas  are  situated  in  the  deepest  of these
depressions (Fig. 2). The slopes created by the glacial ice are very steep (up to
15 -20 metres)  in the east part of the depression.  In the west and south, the
slopes are more gradual. The maximum depths of Birzulis -Virvyte (150 -152
meters above sea level) and Stervas (154 metres above sea level) depressions
were determinate based of the aerial photographs.

The composition of the pit sediments is variable: peat, lake marl, sand, silt.
The  second  level  of the  lake  shore  is  situated  between  155  and  157  metres
above sea level. This level is composed of different sediments, with layers formed
by accumulative genesis and others  resulting from abrasion genesis. The first
consist of fine to very fine sand, sometimes mixed with silt and clay. The sediments
are situated close to the present lakes, and have a flat, or occasionally undulating
surface. The abraded sediments of sandy loam are situate.d at the foot of slope.
Their surface are undulating, with small hills in many places.

Lithological Composition

Samples from  two  sections  have  been  investigated.  The  samples  of the first
section were taken from the wall of a test pit, the second section is from a core.
The distance between two sections is about 45 cm. The first section is from 0.1
in to  1.45  in,  the second from  1.45 to 2.63  in.  In the  Birzulis 2 section  (Fig.  4)

green silt with fine sand was found at a depth from 2.60 in to 2.63 in. A green
homogeneous silt lies from 2.60 in to 2.35 in. A dark silt with organic remains,
formed layer from 2.35 to 2.05 in. A coarse sand with abundant organic remains
and charcoal is situated  at the top of the core, from 2.05 to 1.45 in. The sediments
from the test-pit  Birzulis  1   (Fig.  3)  prolonged the  sequence:  coarse sand  with
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Fig. 2. Geomorphological scheme of Birzulis area (compiled by P.Guobyte 1996).1. The bottom of
the depression, with sand and peat. 2. The fragments sediments? areas? of abrasion relief in
Varniai depression. 3. Boggy inter-hill depressions, with peat in the bottom. 4. The fragments
sediments? areas? of accumulative relief in Varniai depression. 5. Slopes of ice contact and
abrasion origin. 6. Slopes of accumulative origin. 7. Moraine hills, medium and large. 8. Low
elongated morainic hills. 9.  Small moraine hills.  10. Altitudes above sea level for relief in the
Varniai depression.  11.  Outlines of the lakes: a)  on the satellite orthophoto map of 1992,  b)
on the  aerial  photo  of  1979,  c)  on the  aerial  photo  of  1952.12.  Location  of palynological
investigations

organic matter from 1.45 in to 1.36 in. Fine sand comprised the layer from 1.36
in to 1.14 in. A layer of coarse sand with small pieces of charcoal was distinguished
in the 1.14 -1.07 in interval. A thin layer of lake marl covered the sand layer, from
1.07 -0.98  in,  and the  upper-most  part of the section, from  0.98  in to 0.1  in
consisted of peat. The top of the section, about 0.1  in, consisted of soil, plants
and roots.
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Pollen Analyses

Percentage  pollen  diagram  presented  in
article. The sum ZAP+I;NAP=100°/o was
taken  to  be  the  basis  of  calculation's  in
pollen diagram. Pollen of aquatic plants and
spores were excluded from this sum. The
total     amount     of     counted     pollen
(ZAP+I:NAP)  is  more than  1000  in  each
sample.

Names  of  periods  are  used,  but
because establishing the exact limits of the
Periods was not possible (no enough C14
dates), names have no strict chronostrati-
graphic significance.
Local pollen assemblage zones
PAZ I: Befu/a-Cyperaceae-Poaceae (263-
235cm)
Trees  pollen  prevailed  in the  PAZ I. BelLt/a
reached up to 56°/o, Pi'nus -440/o. Other trees
have  been  represented  by  single  pollen
grains  or  appeared  sporadically.  Solitary
grains  of  broad-leave  trees  fixed  (Tt./t.a,
U/mus).  Sa/t.x  and  Ericaceae  have  been
found  in  minor amounts.  Total  amount  of
the  herbs  pollen  reached  14.2°/o.  Herbs,
typical for  poor soil,  unfavourable  climate
thrived  in  the  lake  environs.  Pollen  of
Poaceae  (7.5°/o),  Cyperaceae  (4.2°/o)  and
Arfemt.st.a prevailed, and many other herbs
species  have  been  found:  Apiaceae,
Chenopodiiaceae,  Filipendula, Thalictrum ,
Pubiaceae.  Single  grains  of aquatic taxa
fixed ITyphaceae). Diversity of spores was
very low and only Polypodiaceae (7-8°/o) and
Sphagnum have been detected.
I  PAZ  could  be  correlated  with  Younger
Dryas   (DP2)   chronozone,   according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128) .

PAZ 11: Befu/a-Poaceae (235-212 cm)
Befu/a  was  dominant  (68°/o)  and  Pinus
slightly  decreased.   Diversity  of  non-
arboreal (NAP) pollen decreased but total

Fig. 3. Birzulis 1  pollen diagram (analysed by M.Stan-
6ikaite  1995-1996).



amount of the herbs pollen occur-
red  in  abundant quantities.  Erica-
ceae and  Ca//rna were  represen-
ted. PAZ 11 is characterised by high
representation of Cyperaceae and
Poaceae(6.5°/o).Chenopodiaceae,
Arfemt.st.a well represented.
11 PAZ could be correlated with Pre-
boreal (PB) chronozone, according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128) .

PA:Z 111.. Pinus-Corylus-Betula (212-
200cm)
i;AP prevailed over the ZNAP NAP
continuously decreased and diver-
sity  of  the  NAP  species  as  well.
Cony/us  representation  increased
throughout   the    zone.    Pt.nus
reached  37.1°/o.  Cyperaceae  and
Poaceae  had  have  lower values
compered  with  PAZ  11.  Curve  for
Pr.cea  rise  slightly.  Padiocarbon
date  confirmed  Boreal  age  of the
sediments 8980±160BP (TU-a 1913,
BC 8090-7920).
Ill PAZ could be correlated with Bo-
real  (80)  chronozone,  according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128).

PA:Z IV..  Ulmus-Alnus-Corylus-Tilia

(200-146  cm  (Birzulis  2)  and  136-
122  cm  (Birzulis  1))

Percentages  of  the  broad-leave
trees (Ulmus  (+ 4.5°it.) , Tilia  (7 .5%) ,
OuercLts  (4.8°/o))  increased. A/r]us
(31 °/o)  and Cony/us  (26°/o)  reached
high  values.  Fall  in  Pt'r7us  repre-
sentation (20.5°/o). Single pollen of
Ca//una  and  Ericaceae  found.
Plepresentation of Cyperaceae and
Poaceae gradually decreased.
IV  PAZ  could  be  correlated  with
Atlantic (AT) chronozone, according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128) .

Fig. 4. Birzulis 2 pollen diagram (analysed by
M.Stan6ikaite  1995-1996)
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PA:ZV.. Quercus-Corylus-Alnus (122-95 cm)
Cony/us  and A/nLrs  are  dominant.  Cony/us  max.  (26°/o)  fixed.  Tr./;.a  and  U/mus
representation gradually decreased, but Ouercus increased. The curve for P;'cea
slightly rising. Diversity of the NAP species increased. Total amount of the herb
pollen came to 8°/o. High Cyperaceae and Poaceae representation , especially at
the lower boundary of the PAZ, fixed.  Individual  NAP curves culminated at the
same level as Cyperaceae and Poaceae did and formed continuous curves after
that (Posaceae, Arfem/.s/.a) . Curves for f]unex, Chenopodiaceae, Cere/t.a increased
at  the  lower  limit  of the  PAZ.  Plezults  of  radiocarbon  dating  confirmed  Late
Subboreal age of the sediments 3355±50BP (T-12827, BC1690-1550).
V PAZ could be correlated with Subboreal (SB) chronozone, according Mangerud
ef al  (1974: 109-128) .

PA:Z.Vl.. Picea-Pinus (95-55 cm)
Pt.cea is dominant (28°/o), Pt.nus and A/r7us have a high values as well. Ouercus
representation  gradually decreased  at the  middle  of the  PAZ,  but  increasing
started at the upper limit of the PAZ. Cony/us representation fall and the curves
for Carpt'r]us, Fraxr'nus rise. Very high diversity of the herbs species fixed. Artem;.s/.a
formed a continuous curve. Aquatic texa have represented by single pollen grains.
VI PAZ could be correlated with Early Subatlantic (SA1 ), according Mangerud ef
al  (1974:109-128).

PA:Z vll.. Quercus-Alnus-Betula (55-2] cm)
Ouercus is dominant (16.2°/o). A/nus, Befu/a, rt./;.a and U/mus increased especially
at the upper boundary. Pf.cea declined as well as Pt.r}us. Curve for Sa/i.x increased
and Carp;.r]us had have a high values. NAP curves culminated at the lower limit
of the PAZ (8.7°/o) . Ft./t.penc/u/a, Panunculaceae, Apiaceae thrived, but at the upper
boundary representation of such species decreased.
VII PAZ could be correlated with Middle Subatlantic (SA2) chronozone, according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128).

PAZ Vlll; Cerea/t.a-Pf'r]us-Cyperaceae (27-10 cm)
Pr'r7us dominated among the trees(35°/o)  and A/nus, P;.cea, Befu/a  represented
well. Broad-leave trees representation increased. Cerea//'a spreaded in area (1.6°/o)
and  amount  of  NAP  increased  as  well.  Cyperaceae  achieved  the  higher
representation  than  elsewhere  in  the  section  (ilo/o).  Curves  for Arfemt's;.a,
Panunculaceae,  Asteraceae culminated  as well.  Padiocarbon  date confirmed
Late Subatlantic age of the sediments 820±75BP (T-12828, AD1170-1275).
VIII PAZ could be correlated with Late Subatlantic (SA3) chronozone, according
Mangerud ef al  (1974: 109-128).

Sediment Stratigraphy and Palaeogeographical Conditions

The oldest sediments recovered in the course of the palynological investigations
date to the Younger Dryas  (DPl2)  (Fig. 4). The climate of this  period was cold,
windy (Kabailiene 1990:175). Inorganic sediments prevails over the organic ones
at this time. Birch and pine predominated in area. Poaceae, Chenopodeaceae,
Arfemr'st.a predominated among grass's and such plant communities thrived in
area.  The total  amount of the  grass  pollen  is  rather  high  -up to  14.2°/o.  Such
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plants  as  Cyperaceae typical  for the tundra vegetation,  gained  more  ground
(Aleksandrova 1 983: 127) .

The  determination  of the  beginning  of the  Holocene  in  the  samples  is
problematic.  The  composition  of tree  pollen  is  typical  for the  Preboreal  (PB)
time, with very high amount of tree pollen dominated by Befu/a (68°/o) and Pt.nus
(17.5°/o). The total amount of grass pollen  is very similar to the Younger Dryas
(DP2),  and  more  species  of  grass  pollen  were  identified:  Arfem;.st'a,
Chenopodeaceae,  Cyperaceae,  Poaceae,  Urfi.ca.  Such  high  amount of grass
pollen is not typical of Holocene sediments in Lithuania, but age of the sediments
have  been  confirmed  by  the  results  of  radiocarbon  dating  (TU-a  1913,
8980± 160BP, BC8090-7920) . At the beginning of Holocene, open forest of Pt.r}us
and  Beft7/a  were  typical  of  what  is  now  Lithuania  (Kabailiene  1990:175).
Palaeogeographical conditions around Birzulis lake at the beginning of this period
were  very  similar  to  the  conditions  during  the  Late  Glacial.  Silts  with  some
admixture of organic material continued to be deposited during the Preboreal
(PB)  as well.  Pollen species typical of the Younger Dryas  (DB2)  and  Preboreal
(PB) were also identified in Boreal (80) sediments. The climate wormed slightly
and pollen of Tt./t.a, U/mus and Fraxr'nus appeared in minor amounts.

With the beginning of the Atlantic (AT) , the sedimentation conditions and type
of the sediments changed. The warm, wet climate is characteristic of this period.
The number of broad-leave trees and grass species increased. Sedimentation of
coarse sand with organic particles began. During the Atlantic, the water level in the
Birzulis lake was higher when in earlier periods, and lake was surrounded by the
wet forest  (Kunskas  1985:85-30).  Large amounts  of lime,  oak,  elm flourished  in
lake vicinities. A/r]us, Cony/us were identified in the pollen diagrams (Fig. 3,  Fig.
4) and such species occupied wet habitats around water basins.

At the beginning of the early Subboreal, the climate become colder, and the
number of the broad -leave species decreased. The lake was surrounded by
wet,  dense forests  with  many Pt.cea  trees.  During  the  late  Subboreal  period,
when the climate  became drier, the composition  of the forests changed,  and
more open forests spreaded.  During the Subatlantic period, especially the first
part of it,  precipitation  increased  and  hazel,  alder,  oak occupied  large  areas.
Composition of tree pollen during the second part of this period is more varied:
Pr.nus, Befu/a, A/r]us and U/mus pollen have been identified. Changes in the grass
curves during the Subboreal and Subatlantic will be discussed in the next section,
as the main indicators of human influence on the environment.

Sings of Human Economic Activity in the Diagrams

Changes  in  the  pollen  curves,  identified  in  a few  levels  of the  pollen  diagram
(Fig. 3), are not natural and must have been produced by people who settled in
the territory and began to change the landscape. Generally, attention is paid to
changes  in the  composition  of trees  and  herbs  pollen. A  number of scientific
publications by I.Vuorela (Vuorela 1975:2-53,1981 :47-61),  M.Tolonen  (Tolonen
1983:157-168),  P.Huttunen  (Huttunen  1980:1-45),  K.E.Behre  (Behre  1981 :222-
245),  K.D.Vorren  ovorren  1986:1-18),  M.J.Gaillard  and  B.E.Berglund  (Gaillard,
Berglund  1988:408-428)  suggest that pollen  indicators of human  activities will
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form a group: cereals, plants characteristic of fallow land, indicators of wet and
dry pastures, plants of ruderal communities and paths. Attention has also been
paid to charcoal. The particles of charcoal (®>2qu) were counted in every one
slide, and a charcoal curve was created.

The first changes in the pollen curves related to human activity were identified
at a depth 1.16 in, at the beginning of Subboreal (SB1 ) . A large amount of Cerea/t'a
(i.4°/o)  pollen was identified in this level. The second pollen group,  identified in
this  level  consisted  of  plants  characteristic  of fallow  lands:  F}umex acefosa,
f]anur]cu/us acri.s, Brassicaceae, Poaceae, Chenopodeaceae, Cannabinaceae,
and Arfemt'st.a.  An  important  indicator of  human  activity  in  an  area  is  plant  of
ruderal communities and paths: Apiaceae, f?unex, Asteraceae, and Brassicaceae.
Increases  of the  pollen  of dry  and  wet  pasture  species  indicate  open  areas.
Apiaceae,  Poaceae,  Asteraceae,  Plantaginaceae,  fiunex acetosa,  Jur]/'perus
communr.s were identified in this level. Such a sudden increase in the amount of
grass pollen in a diagram is not typical of the natural changes that occur in plant
communities. Another important sing of human activity is the sudden drop in the
U/mL/s curve, around 5000 BP Many scientists explain such a drop as an indicator
of human impact on the environment (Iversen,1973: 1 -123, Peglar, Birks 1993:61 -
68;  Moe, Kihno, Pirrus 1992:79-95). A decrease in Tf'/t`a pollen is also connected
with  human activities by some scientists  (Aaby,1986:73-94; Vuorela,1986:53-
84).  During  the  second  half of the  Subboreal  (S82)  time  man  influence  in  to
environment decreased.  Single  pollen  grains, typical for ruderal  communities,
paths have been found, but they constituted insignificant part of the pollen spectra.

A few separate  levels with  pollen  composition typical  of human activities
were identified from the first half of the Subatlantic (SA1 ). The beginning of the
Subatlantic (SA1 ) marked a decrease in stock-keeping and agriculture in Lithuania
(Savukyniene 1 974:247-251, Savukyniene, Seibutis 1 976:91 -10l ) . The main course
of this drop was probably the wetter climate. Human activities decreased in Birzulis
as well, but the appearance of Cerea/i.a and charcoal in the diagram confirm that
people were still present around the lake. Cerea/i.a pollens were found at depths
0.91 in and 0.67 in. Human indicator species are not as prevalent as at the beginning
of the  Subboreal  (SBl),  but the  high  amounts of grass  pollen  (up to 7.2°/o  and
12.5°/o)  indicate the open areas. At the end of this  period, the intensity of stock-
keeping increased, as we have many pasture species in the diagram.

During the second part of the Subatlantic (SA2) the amount of grass pollen
increased, as well as amount of Cere/f.a pollen. Continuous man interference in
to environment determinated. plants, typical for pastures thrived in area, especially
at the beginning of the period. Charcoal curve showed sudden increase as well.

Intensive agriculture spread into the territory (the amount of Cerea/;.a pollen
reached  1.8°/o),  and the  large  representation  of pasture-plant  pollen  indicates
intensive stock-keeping during the first millennium AD. Herbs pollen reached up
to 20°/o, open areas spreaded in vicinities of Birzulis lake.

Conclusions

On the basis of resent investigations, the various levels or terraces around Birzulis
lake were identified. The upper-most level (from 156 in to 157 in above sea level)
was formed during Younger Dryas / Preboreal / Boreal period. The lower terrace
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(from 152 in to 154 in above sea level), was formed during the Subatlantic.
The earliest indicators of human activity and agriculture were identified at a

depth of 1.16 in, belonging to the early Subboreal (SB1 ). During the Subboreal and
Subatlantic, the intensity of human activities in the region changed several times.
Human impact on the lake environs increased or decreased periodically. From the
Late Subatlantic (SA3) , the area around Birzulis lake was in continuous human use.
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Zmogaus veiklos pedsakai Birzulio ezero Ziedadulkiu
diagramose. Trumpa geologiniu ir geomorfologiniu Salygu
apzvalga

RIMANTE GuOBrmE ir MIGLE STAN6lKAITE

Santrauka

Birzulio ezero apylinkese vykdomi archeologiniai tyrimai, gretinami su geologi-
niu  ir geomorfologiniu teritorijos !vertinimu, suteikia galimyb? naujai  pazvelgti i
Zmoniu isikdrima bei ju gyvenimo salygas.

Birzulio  ezeras  liko viename  i§ Varniu  depresijos  duburiu  centrineje  i§ki-
liausioje Zemai6iu auk§tumos dalyje,  i§tirpus  paskutiniojo apledejimo  Baltijos
stadijos ledynui. Auk§tuma vadinama „saline", nes auk§6iausi jos kalvynai pra-
dejo  i§Iedeti jau tuomet,  kai tirpstan6io ledyno pakra§tys buvo dar toli  Piety ir
Pietry6iu Lietuvoje. Varniu glaciodepresijos poledynme6io ir holoceno geologi-
ne-geomorfologine situacija restauruota de§ifravus stambaus mastelio aerofo-
tonuotraukas. Glaciodepresijos dugnas nelygus, joje ry§kt]s triju lygiu pavir§iai.
Ypa6 rai§kds uzpelkej? Birzulio-Virvytes ir Stervo ezeru duburiai. Ju pavir§iaus
absoliutaus auk§6io Zymos + 150 -+  152 ir 154 in. Patikimai de§ifruotos smelin-
gos duburiu sausmes, kuriu lygus, kartais banguotas pavir§ius yra ties + 155 in
a.a. Zyma. Depresijos pa§Iaitese ry§kds abrazinio priesmelingo reljefo fragmentai,
kuriu pavir§iai yra + 156 -+ 157 in ab s, auk§tyje.

Palinologiniu tyrimu duomenys rodo, kad vir§utinioji Birzulio duburyje susi-
klos6iusiu nuogulu dalis yra subatlan6io laikotarpio. Taigi akivaizdu, kad giliau-
siuose Varniu glaciodepresijos duburiuose, kur §iuo metu lik? telk§oti Birzulio ir
Stervo ezerai (+ 152 -+  154 in), egzistavo subatlan6io ezeras.

Palinologi§kai i§tirti du pjdviai, esantys Birzulio ezero sasmaukoje. Seniau-
sios nuosedos susikloste velyvojo driaso metu.  Sedimentacija holoceno metu
vyko nepertraukiamai, susikloste smelio, ezerinio mergelio, durpiu storyme. Nuo-
sedos klostesi preborealio, borealio, atlan6io, suborealio ir subatlan6io metu.

Diagramoje (3 pav.) i§skirti keli lygiai, kuriuose stebimi ai§kt]s Zmogaus po-
veikio supan6iai aplinkai pedsakai.1,16 in, 0,91  in, 0,67 in gylyje stebimas staigus
grt]diniu kultdru, pes6iulu taku, dirbami! Iauku, ganyklu Ziedadulkiu pagausejimas.
Analogi§kai padideja ir angliuku kiekis nuosedose. Patys ankstyviausi Zmoniu veik-
los pedsakai aptikti ankstyvojo suborealio metu (SB1 ) . Velyvojo suborealio (S82) ir
subatlan6io (SA) metu Zmoniu Okine veikla buvo nevienodai intensyvi.
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